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Further reports have been received of the successful bombing

attack carried out by naval aircraft against the German battleship

TIRPITZ, in Altenfiord, North Norway,

Towards dawn last Monday, H.M. aircraft carriers, supported by

other units of the Home Fleet, under the command of Vice-Admiral

Sir Henry R, Moore, K.C.B*, C.V.O*, D.S.O*, Second in Command Home

Fleet, approached the vicinity of Altenfiord, Two forces of

Barracuda aircraft were flown from the carriers to the attack, with

escort and cover provided by SEAT IRE, CORSAIR, HELLCAT AND WILDCAT,

fighters.

The first strike caught the TIRPITZ apparently os she was about

to move from her anchorage. 'Hits were obtained near the bridge,

amidships and forward of the bridge, with heavy and medium size bombs.
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The enemy endeavoured to screen the TIRPITZ by smoke but none the

less further hits were obtained during the second attack in the

vicinity of the after turret, amidships and on the forecastle, large

explosions being observed by the mainmast and on the forecastle.

Anti-aircraft fire from the TIRPITZ and from shore batteries

was encountered during the attack but by the time the last aircraft

attacked the battleship had been silenced.

When last seen, the TIRPITZ was on fir© amidships.

During the course of the operation, no enemy fighter aircraft

was sighted

Of all the aircraft which took part in this successful operation,

three Barracudas and one fighterwere lost. The fighter pilot is

safe. The next of kin of casualties will be informed as soon as

possible. No other casualties were incurred.

The following message has been sent by H.M. the King to Admiral

Sir Bruce A.Fraser, G.C.B., K.B.E., Commander—in*-Chief Home Fleet
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"Hearty congratulations on your gallant end

successful operation yesterday*"

The Commander-in-Chief has replied to H.M. the King:

"Kith humble duty I thank you for your gracious

message which was much appreciated by us all,"

The Prime Minister sent the following message to Sir Bruce Fraser:

"pray.congratulate the pilots and air crews

concerned on this most brilliant feat of arms

so serviceahle to the Royal Navy end to the whole

world cause»"

The Commander-in-Chief replied:-

"Wo.feel very proud of our Fleet Air Am personnel

who have trained hard under difficult conditions

for this operevtion and who have "been so active in

...thc dafoncc of our convoys,"
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